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Recreation Department Facilities
 Safety Checklist
#
Needs Work	
OK
N/A
Item -  Write line # & comments on back for each needs work item
Equipment Storage Areas
1.
Adequate storage shelves or wall hanging equipment to accommodate tools
2.
Clear aisles and walkways
3.
Sufficient lighting to visually navigate the area
4.
Entrance apron level and free of tripping hazards
5.
Electrical panels are unobstructed & have complete & legible directories
6.
Powered overhead doors have reversing strips or safety eyes
7.
First aid and BBP kits available and contents inspected regularly
Equipment Maintenance Tools
8.
Grinder fastened to bench and has tongue guard, work rest and eye shield
9.
Drill press fastened to floor and has belt and chuck guards
10.
Portable power tools are in good condition, inspected before use, and neatly stored
11.
All flexible (extension) cords are rated for “heavy duty” and in serviceable condition
12.
Exterior power receptacles are GFCI protected
13.
Chain hoists, if present, are capacity labeled, in working order & inspected at use
Fuel Storage Area
14.
Fuel tanks are labeled with name, CAS # and NFPA hazard codes
15.
Tank is electrically grounded to building steel or grounding rod
16.
Minimum of a 20 BC rated extinguisher is within 50 feet of tank
17.
Dispensing nozzles are capable of being locked “off” to prevent unauthorized use
18.
“No Smoking” signs are posted 
19.
Labels warning against fueling cans in pickup beds are posted
20.
Flammable liquids cabinets are available for gas can and other flammable storage
Pesticide Storage and Mixing Areas
21.
Pesticides are stored in lockable identified cabinets & all containers are labeled
22.
MSDS's and chemical mixing instructions are available
23.
Only authorized applicators can use the materials and equipment
24.
Applicators are participants in the municipality's respiratory protection program
25.
Pesticides are mixed in areas with impermeable floors
26.
Potable water wash sink & safety shower/eye wash are in close proximity < 50 feet'
27.
No eating or smoking signs are posted in pesticide storage & mixing areas
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